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v

VOLUME XXII.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1936

First -Friday
Communion
This Week

TO SPREAD
THE SPIRIT
OF XAVIER

NO. 6

Novel Homecoming
Plans Are Complete

Mass Ohiigatory For All
Students; Devotions
Will Follow Commun·
ion.

Rita Hackett Chosen
As Homecoming· Queen

Meeting In Biology.
Building To 01>en Two
Day Program On Cam·
pus.

Regular first Friday devotions
will be observed by· the student
body of Xavier in Bellarmine
Miss Rita Hackett, a sophoBeginning at nine, and continChapel on November 6. Attendmore at Mount St. Joseph on the uing until one o'clock, the genial NEW MEMBERS
ance at the low mass with gen- ·
Ohio, was chosen this week by Ray Raymond will direct his
eral communion is of obligation
Kim Darragh, president of the Commodores on a melody cruise
TO BE ELECTED
to all. ·
undergraduate "X" Club to be through Xavier songs, College
Queen of the annual Homecom- medleys, and latest hits.
The residents of Elet Hall will
ing Dance to be held Saturday
attend mass in the dormitory
After the presentation of the Debate To Be Held To·
night at the Kemper Lane Hotel. Queen, lhc winner of the door
chapel. Day students will con·
Miss Hackett and her escort, prize will be announced. The convene in Bellarmine Chapel.
morrow Night On Xa·
Mr. Darragh, will hold royal test, open to all present at the
It has been a custom long obvier
Football Set·up.
court throughout the evening, dance, will run until Saturday at
served at Xavier for the students
which will climax a two-day cel- noon.
·
to receive holy communion on the
ebration by alumni, undergradufirst Friday of each month during
An unusual Homecoming proAnyone wishing to enter can
ates, and friends of the Univerthe school term.
write his guess of the quarter, gram will attract hundreds of
sity.
Father Thomas Nolan, chaplain
Xavier
University alumni to the
The committee, under the di- minute, and second, when the
of Bellarmine Chapel, will offirst touchdown of the game will campus this week-end for their
rection
of
Jim
Farasey,
has
planficiate.
,
ned an evening containing such be scored, and place it in the con- annual celebration marking the
This arrangement will mean
features
as the music of Ray Ray- test box which· will be kept at renewal of old friendships and
that' the Sodallty meeting, sched- Frank Grover Is Chosen mond, the awarding of a door the fountain. in Science Hall dur- the strengthening of class bonds.
Hor;necoming meeting of
uled · for Tomorrow will not be
As Class Pre~ident; prize to the winners of the guess- ing the remainder of the week. theTheAlumni
Association will take
held.
ing contest, and the crowning of
Tickets for the dance can be
place Friday evening in the lobLast Friday morning the SenFrank Duda Selected Miss Hackett as Queen of the purchased for $1.50 per couple by
of the Biology Building on
ior Sodality held its first meetF
Homecoming.
from all lettermen in the school.
the East Campus.
ing of the year as an organizeq,
or Student Council.
The principal business of the
acitve body. Leonard Gartner,
evening will be the election of
arts Senior and newly elected
Frank s. Grover, commerce
Presid(~lll five new members of the Alumni
Prefect,
presided over the assem- freshman, from Baldwin, Long . P1·edecesso1· To
bl
Board of Governors. They will
replace the following Governors
y.
..... ,".
..
.
Islan!l,. was elected· President of. . . Debate P1·esident II
Plans which the committee of the Class of 1940 at the election
who have completed a three year
officers along with th~ moderator on October 29, in Room 108. ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
term: .James W. Farrell, retiring
had dra'l'.Y'n up were discussed. It Frank Duda of Donora, Pa., was THE INCUM~EN;I' presiden~ of
James. W. Farrell, president of president; Richard .0. Downing,
was decided that the· curriculum nained representative to the Stu- 1 of the Ph1lopedian Society the Xavier University Alumni Edward P. Moulinier, Nicholas E.
of th~ year should consist in one dent Council. Both Grover and and his predecessor will meet to- Association,
Browne, and Judge Joseph P.
meeting a month for discussion Duda are residents of Elet Hall.
,
t'
f
Goodenough.
of Catholic doctrine and modern
The successful candidates far morrow night on the debate plat- re ires0 ram
The Philopedian Debating Soproblems, with a speaker follow- outstripped their. unorganized op- form at the meeting in ·the Biol- hi~ t : s\t~n
ciety will provide entertainment
ed by ~uestioni~g~ one meeting ponents polling better than a two ogy Lobby which will inaugur- ~~eting t~
at the meeting with a debate rm
fo~ ·business activity, and one to one majority.
The Student ate the two-day Homecoming be held tothe subject "Should Xavier Unim1scel~aneous, to be followed as Council conducted the balloting celebration on the campus.
m o r r o w
versity sell football short?"
with Joseph R. Kruse, Council
The debate will be waged on night in the
necessity demands.
On Saturday afternoon the
Homecoming game will be playThe Sodality body passed the Chairman, presiding.
the question, "Should Xavier sell B i o 1 o g y
ed at Xavier stadium between
Considerable lack of interest football short?"
Vincent E. B u i 1 d i n g
motion unanimously that there
Wittenberg College and the Xashould be a roll call every meet- was manifest when the results Smith, president of the Philoped- Lobby at 8
vier Musketeers. At the half of
ing. Since it is a privilege to be showed barely half of the class ian, will uphold the affirmative p. m.
the game a pageant will be staga Sodalist, the active group should voting. No discussion was ad- side.
Mr. Fared by a committee headed by
be exclusive and consist only of vanced from the floor but cheers
Defending the negative will be rel!, promiRicl1ard
D. Downing and E. Leo
men who are eager and willing and applause marked the nomin· W. Paul Barrett, president of the nent memKoester.
to cooperate in its· work. It was ations and the counting of the Society last year and former ber of the
Following the game Alumni
also decided to continue having baliots.
prominent member of the Var- Frederick A
and their friends will gather in
dues, payable weekly by the
Five men were nominate.a from sity debating team.
Schmidt Co.,
the Xavier Fieldhouse for a tramembers as their purses and the floor in each contest, the
There will be no decision in has served
ditional. "Xavier" get-together
good-will dictate. The dues is to nominations being automatically the debate. It has been intro· for three
Mr. Farrell
for alumni, coaches, faculty membe used for purchase of the closed when that number was duced as a special feature of years as a
Queen's Work, the publicatiol'l' reached. Paul Beckman, Tim- what is expected to be the most member of the Board of Gover(Continued on Page 5)
which renders national Sodality othy Dooley, Eugene Helmick, interesting Homecoming program nors. He has served two terms
news.
and Pete Catanzaro were the de- ever arranged at Xavier Univer- as president of the Alumni AssoAt this first meeting the Evi- feated candidates
sity,
1 ciation.
dence Guild was definitely organized. ·It' consists of. some fif. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . ,
teen students so far, who will
devote tli.ei~ time a.nd energy to
the pursuit of Catholic Action
James G. Farasey, a senior in
via forensic methods. Each week
the School of Commerce, was
it. will seii.d -a speaker .to Xavier
chosen Student Council represenHigh o~ Thursday night,
tative at a recent election he1Ci
in the Senior Class to determine
a successor to Donald J. Barman.
Vigorous last-minute balloting
The
swept Farasey into the lead, and
"See you on Dads Day" is the Moorman, president of the Dads features of the banquet.
Mother, sister, and the girl proved sufficiently strong to reparting word of the dads of Xa- Club; John. H. Monahan, Dr. J.
vier University students as they T. Clear, Nicholas J. Janson, and friend will not be left out of this turn him a winner over the three
year's
Dads Day celebration ac- other candidates for the position.
prepare for their annual celebra- E. G. Harper.
At Xavier •
Coming to Xavier from Cathetion on the campus next week·
It is planned to honor the dads cording to plans completed by
dral .Latin in Cleveland, Ohio,
a:;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;o;;;;o;;;;;;;i;;o;;;;;;ll end in connection with the Xa- of the football players by having the committee.
Since a large number of out- Farasey immediately became ac~I-DAY: FIRST Friday Mass vier University-University of De- them sit on the players bench:
~ . : and Communion for the Stu~ troit football game.
Other dads and their sons will of-town dads will bring other tive in many campus organizad.ent bi>dy. · Opening of the twoA determined drive is being sit in a special section in th.e members of the family to Cin- tions. Besides being an outstandcinnati for the celebration a spe- ing candidate for the fullback
d a Y Homecoming Celebration made by the committee in charge stands.
with a meeting in the Iob'by of to have every dad and guardian A demonstration by the Corps cial women's committee is now position on the mythical all-State
the Biology Building . . . Satur- and every son attend the cele- of Cadets of the Reserve ·Officers busy arranging a program to oc- football team, he serves as Vicc~ay:
Xavier vs. Wittenberg. bration which begins with the Training Corps is to be given be- cupy the ladies while dad and President of the undergraduate
son .are having their traditional "X" Club, Treasurer of the ForHomecoming Da:nce .at Kemper football game and ends with a tween the halves of the game.
um, and Chairman of the HomeLane ..• Sunday: Meeting of the banquet at a downtown hotel.
·· Members of the University fac- stag affair.
~tudent .Council at the Cricket
J J Schmidt who has a son ulty will also attend the Dad and A luncheon, shopping tour, and coming Dance Committee.
The new Representative will
•· . -· Wednesday: 'Armistice Day in the freshma~ class, and who Son banquet which is to. follow theatre party are among the acP.ara4~ :-~eaturl.ng . ~ .cadets. has had four older sons attend the game. Addresses by campus tivities tentatively set for_ the la- be introduced to the Council at
T:avern meeting :·at which· a. new Xavier is chairman of the cele- dignitaries, songs, and special dies. The committee will send a meeting to be held Sunday at
member will be iniUated.
bratio~. He is assisted by J. B. entertainment are to be added out a definite schedule this week 2 p. m., at the Cricket.

Freshmen
Elect Two
Officers

IAhunni

Retires Tmnorrow

New Member
For Council

Xavier Dads Rally For
('('Dad's" Day Celebration

:....---------------------------------------..!

WEEK

0
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through the study will. be
the. object of the readings.
Postponement style
Cadet Learns
Catholic Education
The meeting last week was
About
Weather
held in the temporary quarters.
Of Reception Plans
Fro1n Student And
for the renovation of the IL--------------'
permanent. meeting chamber in
Cadet Len Schneider learned
the Union House were discussed
last week that it doesn't pay to
Journalistic View Into Tavern and
approved by the patrons.
be too intelligent a soldier. Com·

Among those contributing to the
program were the members in- ing out of the rain, umbrella unthem it must be admitted, are
Third
New
Member
Will
ducted
at tlie last meeting, John der arm, he met a certain officer.
Appreciation Of Catho· too bull-headedly indifferent to
Quoth the officer:
Fogarty
and James Hausman.
anything Catholic to stir them to
"Didn't I explain to you about
Inducted
When
Be
lie . Cultural Stand Is action.
Mention Religion, and
soldiers with umbt'ellas?"
Schneider (Innocently): "No,
Clearly Missing In many heave a bored sigh; men- Tavern Takes Up New Ptiblicity Director
tion Catholic Action, few respond,
Sir."
Present World.
Residence.
Goes
Air waves "Well now, Mr. . Schneider,
except to be polite to you.
what looks worse than a soldier
I may seem bald in the reA new program, featuring the with an umbrella?"
BY LEONARD C. GARTNER
marks of this article. I do- not,
Definite postponement of the
Schneider (Pausing for a moWritlng in the October 24th. is- though, want to appear pessi- reception of the third new mem- campus news of Xavier and the
ment, then brightly): "Two solsue of America un d er an ar t ic 1e nl istic or as uttering a cry against ber was decided upon by the pa- University of Cincinnati, has been diers with umbrellas, sir."
inaugurated over Station WSAI
'A G tl Pl
fo Doc college discipline and modern
en
titled
'
en e
ea
r
- youth. Maybe I have read too trans of the Mermaid Tavern this and can be heard every Monday
A certain officer: "Five demertors
of Philosophy,"
Fr. Francis
its."
x. Connolly makes a rather sal- far into the words of Fr. Con- week. Taverners agreed to in- at 9 p. m.
The program, which is of .a fifient observation when he states, nolly. Be that as it may, it is duct t!Je additional 111ember at
"The paradox of Catholic educa~ nigh time we Catholics make our the same time the new quarters teen-minute duration is split into FATHER LORD
tion at the present moment is the doctrines known as a movement are dedicated. It is probable three five minute sections.
The first is devoted · to U. C.
RECOMMENDS:
fact that it is at the same time -bu\ first we must eliminate all that an alumni meeting will be
the sole conserver of traditional obstacles, one of which is the held at the same time.
This news and is in ·charge of John P.
1. That college Sodalities keep
western culture and singularly rightly-called collegiate laxity.
nieeting will be in the latter part DeCamp, publicity director at
the Clifton Institution.
their activities on a college level
inarticulate in the expression of ~------------......., of November.
Al Helfer, sportscaster for of value and interest.
that culture in terms acceptable
A new series of afternoon
tl 0 ght "
Contest Entry Blank
to con t emporary l u
·
meetings will be inaugurated by WSAI then gives a resume of the· 2. That the entire faculty be inNo doubt this expressed conthe Taverners soon. Meetings sports happenings on .~ach cam- terested in the Sodality's pt'ogram.
viction is true. Proofs of it lie
will be held on Friday after- pus.
The program is completed with
3. That effective spiritual meetall around. For years our Cath- SECOND: ...................................... noons either every week or durolic Education has flourished
ing ~eeks in which no evening a five minute survey of the week ings be the heart of the Sodality.
through the sacrifices of relig- , ~IINUTE: ...................................... meeting is held.
at Xavier by Edward P. Vonder4. That special care .be taken of
incoming freshmen, and a special
ious, parents, and students.
It QUAR.TERi ..................................
f
·n Haar, direc~or of publicity.
has unswervingly insisted upon
Purpose of the m~e mg~ WI
The program is called "Campus freshman Sodality be established
the ideals of conduct put forth
be the reading and d1scuss1on of Chatter:"
in colleges.
by its Founder, it has inculcated NAME ............................................ past and contemporary literature.
5. That the . Sodality be the
His moral doctrines into its scholMembers will not confine themARCHBISHOP PRESENT
outstanding and most important
ars it has time over time instruc- ADDRESS .................................... selves to definite writers, buLwill
organization of the college.
ted' them in the Catholic social
·Entrant must be present at consider various authors of
Among the dignitaries at the
H
Homecomi"ng Dance to Receive drama essay and fiction. A wid- gofden jubilee celebration of Rev. 61. .~~~1~._,.~.-.~~
omic program
program,
econ
. ' Door Prize;
Her
methoderand
code for attam· er acq'uaintance with recognized Thomas A. Nolan S. J., xa·vier
thl
authors and a development of professor of history was Arching
world All
peace.
e~r.Ed-Y ;!:":-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:""".::-:-:-:-:::-:::-:::-:::-_-:::-:._-_-:~-------------
prosperity.
·this and
Catholic
bishop John T. McNicholas, 0. P.
ucation persistently teaches. And
The favorite barber
it is all truth. Yet, pathetically,
IN TRAM URALS
the world curtly rejects what
of the Campus
Catholic thinkers and scholars
PUSHBALL is rapidly .becomenunciate as beneficial to maning one of the most popular colkind. The. question then arises,
legiate sports and is now used in
"Whose fault is it?"
many intramural programs.
'round the world."
Two Folcl Blame
Gradual Evolution Of Acres of newspaper space were
From the viewpoint of a stufilled at every presidential elecCampaign Methods tion
dent I am inclined to affix a twowith thousands of gallons of
fold blame. The first, the priAre Traced Fi:om Past ink, carrying the latest developmary, goes to educat~on itselfments to millions of readers. In
not to Catholic Educat1on--'but to
To Present.
addition to the printed matter
the very nature of our American
about the conventions, campaigns,
educational system today. 'fhere
·and the histories of the. candiis too much ado about cuts, credBY C. F. HOLLEY
dates, ·pictures of the principal
its, courses that one needs for a
In the early presidential elec- candidates, their families, friends,
certain type of degree. The stu- tions our forbearers watched relatives, campaign experts atdent upon going through college with' interest the bitterness of tract daily attention in the press.
falls info a rut. His means to an struggle, the fire of the oratory, The newspaper and the radio were
end is made a dry routine. He and the pamphlet warfare which the chief instruments employed
.
.
must make certain credit-hours swept the country at four-year by the candidates. in their quest
and credit-points to graduate. intervals.
of the presidential chair.
Even his Religion to a great exToday we noted the same charThroughout the nation, giant
tent is made a course.
acteristics of an election, but billboards were advertising the
The new Angora Bucko
What is the result?
By the greatly magnified. The pamph- candidates as if ordinary comshoes that can "take it~"
time a college man finishes his let war-fare, while still employ- modities. R!<cently, the writer
school days he is too penned-up ed, has been somewhat supplant- noticed a billboard bearing the
The leather soles are spe·
for fervent expression. He has ed by giant chains of newspa- picture of the Republican nomcially treated for maxi·
completed the "1:outi~e" set up pers. Attacks on personalities inee, urging the American people
for him. Now he is fimshed. Now that flood our daily news sheets to "stop fumbling with recovery."
mum wear and water re·
he i·elaxes. Now he for!lets.
rirnrk the bitterness of the strug- On both sides were similar adsistance.
They'r;e $5 val·
This is no. exaggera t10n.
I gle. Coast-to-coast radio chains, vertising devices, one recomhav7 talke~ with .many students, that can reach any home in the mending a refreshing beer "aged
ues
for
\ \
gettmg their re~chm1. Only a few country possessing a radio, are at in the hills," and the other dis·
turn ~ut ot~erw1se, an;i these few the disposal of our modern ora- playing an automobile, "the l~ad
are gifted matelr with a fuller tors, furnishing to them a highly er of the low-priced field."
sense of evaluation. Consequen~- potent weapon.
Posters, street-car and bus
ly, when th.e or~mary Cathol~c
With all the ingenuity and cards, party pamphlets, and parscholar obtams his degree he is foresight of a careful general ty pins ·and buttons were well cirs? glad to be free from. educa- preparing for battle, the "bally- culated over the nation.. They
t10nal shac~l~s t.hat he ct.rives. al- hoo" experts of the several na- serve as elf.ective reminders of
most all u111vers1ty learnmg from tional committees map off the
party loyalty as well as showing
his thoughts and turns them to nation into sectors. Against the the necessity for the election of
other matters.
strongholds of an opposing party, a particular candidate.
Its Effect
a barrage of speakers is hurled,
The party pins and buttons, inThe effect, then, that Catholic followed up by the attack of the Cidentally, are not always an ineducation could produce upon presidential nominee
himself. dication of party affiliation. The
the world diminishes heavily. Af- Counter attacks are frequent, other day a Univ·ersity of Cincinter all, Catholic College men with one speaker often making nati co-ed was observed .wearing
should play the fead in world af- an address in the very hall just a Landon sunflower on her right
fairs. But there are few of these, vacated by the opposition.
lapel; a red, white and blue
in the strict sense of the term.
Probably the most important Roosevelt button on her left laThey are merely Catholic men .feature of the campaign to catch pel; and bearing on her lap a
glad to get out of school.
the public's eyes and ears was the copy of the Union Party's famous
Of course, our priests carry the wave of speech-making engulf- "sixteen principles."
burden in spreading Catholic cul- ing the country. The list of . Local rallies and party dinners
ture. - But few priests can reach speakers consisted of presidential and picnics seldom ·fail to attract
Brown .or~ oxford. Plain
and influence the minds of men nominees, vice presidential nom- a capacity crowd of our electiontoe, leather. heel, and
whom our Catholic laity, otir inees, senators, ex-senators, gov- conscious citizenry, searching for
sole.
Sizes 6Mi · to 11.,
Catholic college graduates, could. ernors, ex-governors, congress- a president.
A to D.
. It is they who make business as- men, high public officials, men
The 1936 "ballyhoo" contest
sociates, it is they who deal in behind the various candidates, cost the various parties an
the midst of non-Catholic think- and locally, men prominent be- enormous sum of money as well
Men's Shoes: Second Floor
ers, it is they who could place cause of business relations or as -a tremendous amount of in- ..
their
convictions opportunely family connections. Laid end to dividual energy. It has been eswhere no priest can gain access. end this vast array of speakers timated that the expense of this
1
The secondary blame as to why would almost span Rhode Island. ye'ar's presidential' race will total
Catholic culture is unaccepted by Standing upright and before a in the neighborhood of fifteen
contemporary thought goes to microphone, one of these speak- million dollars. Prosperity must
the students.
The majority of ers can outrival the "shot heard be half-way around the corner.

o.:i

IL:~
Julius Lohr, B. S. P.

"Ballyhoo" Experts Reach
Ne'W Peak In Election

Special· for
11

M~n !

*lfl# •lli* II
~

..
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Students Work
On Essays For
English Prize

Last Year's Homecoming

Mermaid Tavern Leads
In Heated Activity Of
Intercollegiate English
Contest.

PAGE THREE

LAW PARTNERS
Negative
Lawrence J. Flynn and Robert
JP.
both Xavier alumni,
Tri um_phs wereDreidame,
partners in the recent law
trials at the Cincinnati College of
In Philop Law.

Benso1i Ami Salem Win I
In Debate Over J... eague
OI Nations At Monday
Meeting.

Despite the fact that the deadline
submissiOn of papers is
far off as·· yet, Xavier students
who intend to participate in the
Intercollegiate English con test
have already begun work upon
their -essays. It is believed that
even a larger number than l<ist
The above picture was taken last year at the Homecoming
year will submit papers on the
Dance at the Kemper Lane Hotel. Plans for this year's dance at
local campus. The Mermaid Tavern, Xavier's literary organiza- the same popular ballroom have been completed by Chairman Jim
tion reports that its entire mem- Farasey.
bership wm be listed among
those entered in the contest.
Attention Alumni
The subject assigned for the
essays; "The Catholic College
Graduate and Secularism," has
Leo C. Voct, business mancaused wide and spirited discusager of The Xaverian News,
sion on the campus. Students are
announced yesterday that the
finding their first difficulty in ti).e
policy of mailing The News to
construction of their papers in
Alumni without cost will be
arriving at a proper understanddiscontinued after the last ising of the subject. Secularism,
sue 'before the Christmas HolPlans
For
Freshmen
To
it seems, cannot be definitely deidays.
fined in concrete language. DeHeretofore, it had been the
Be Outlined · At Meet·
scriptive definitions alone are
practice to include a subscripavailable, and around these the
ing; All Members To tion to The News in the dues
discussion rages. A clear underof the Alumni Association.
Attend.
standing of the term is the imHowever, the financial burden
mediate goal· of the writers.
of this set-up makes it imposLibrary Work
The Rev. C. J. Steiner an- sible to continue with the policy after the present dues
The university library is again nounced Tuesday, that the newly
have expired, Voet declared.
co-operating with students desir- elected officers of the Freshman
As a special concession to
ing to enter the contest. LibrarSodality would meet late this the graduates, it has been deian Albert J. Worst, announced
yesterday that all •books listed in week to incorporate the program cided to offer them subscriptions at half price, 75c.
A
the bibliography sent to Xavier adopted by the Senior Sodality
drive for subsci:iptions will be
with the subject are available in into their organization.
inaugurated soon among the
the library. These books have
Owing to the fact that Monday Alumni members.
been set aside for the use of contestants only. Due to the great was All Souls Day the scheduldemand for the volumes they can ed meeting of the Junior Sodalbe taken out for one night only, ity was not held, as· the entire
and must be returned before the Frosh class attended two Masses.
first class on the following day.
At the meeting to be held next
From the papers submitted to
Monday,
the officers headed by
authorities at Xavier, the best
three will be selected. These Prefect Paul Beckman will outwill be sent to St. Louis, Mis- line the activities for the coming
souri, where they· will be graded scholastic year.
It is expected
in competition with entries from that with the ..unusually large enGroup To Meet Monthly
the Chicago and St. Louis pro~
vinces. The following colleges rollment extensive work can be
At Palace Hotel; Con·
and Universities will be repre- accomplished with regard to the
senfed: Xavier, Cincinnati; John missions, religious instruction,
stitution Read At Initial
Carroll, . Cleveland; Creighton, and charity.
It is probable that the resoluOmaha; Loyola, Chicago; MarMeeting.
quette, Milwaukee; St. Louis, of ' tions of ,the National Students
St. Louis; Detroit, of Detroit; Re- Spiritual Leadership Convention
This year the club boasts of
gis, Denver; Rockhufst, Kansas will be adopted, Father Steiner
having a capacity membership of
City; St. John's, British Hondur- said,
25 ·German students.
as; St. John's, Toledo; and St.
The purpose of the club is to
Mary's, of St. Mary's Kansas.
Mistaken Identity
acquaint new and old members
A purse of one hundred .dolwith history, customs, and govlars is offered yearly by Mr. DaCrops Up Again ernment
of Germany in order to
vid F. Bremner, of Chicago, to be
give them a background of the
divided .among those whose paRobert Lampe, arts junior, study of German literature. .
pers obtain the first five places was barraged with questions last
At the first meeting -held two
among the thirty six entries to week after a man who gave his
weeks ago, the .constitution was
be submitted. Xavier has placed name as Robert Lampe was arread, and the moderator welcomoften among the· first five, and rested by Cincinnati police for ed all old and new members. The
has not failed for many years to alleged misdemeanor.
new officers for the coming year
obtain one of the first ten places.
Not only is- the latter the same were introduced; John F. Graber,
age
a~
the
Xavier
student
but
professor of German, moderator;
. Requirements
Papers must be between 2000 the two Jive in the same neigh- James Doyle, president; Louis
borhood
in
Price
Hill.
Haase, vice president, .and Roband 5000 words in length. They
The Xavier junior said that he ert Meyer, secretary and treasurmust be typewritten,. and writwas
a
class-mate
of
the
arrested
er.
It was decided the club
ten on one side of the paper only.
Standard size typing paper is to man and that their resemblances would again meet at the Palace
be used. ·Contestants are not to were constant puzzles during Hotel, on the second Wednesday
place their names on their es- their grade and prep school days. of every month.
The matter was cleared up
The next meeting will be held
says, but are to sign their entries
only with their· nom de plume. when Robert Lampe of Xavier Wednesday, Nov. 11. A very inPen names and real names are appeared on the campus the fol- teresting program has been arto be .submitted -along with pa- lowing day and it was reported ranged consisting of · several·
pers in a plain, sea~ed envelope. that his double was still detained speeches on various subjects of
current German events. They
A general outline 'for construc- by the police.
will be followed by an open
tion· .of papers· is submitted for
.
the use bf students as in past tural aspects are to be cons1der- house discussion on the War of
years. Contestants are urged to ed primarily in the essays. Po- 1870.
devote. the~r papers· to the analys-, litical effects . are to be treated
PATROLMAN
is and criticism of secularism, only secondarily. The papal i;nand then to propose the Catholic cyclicals are expected to fm:msh
Bernard J. Phelan, Class of '32,
counter 'offensive, together with a large part of contestants' mahas been added to the State
the particular part of the Ca·tho- terial in this reg~rd.
lie college graduate in this ofPapers must be m the hands of Highway Patrol in Ohio.
fensive. A positive program of the registrar on or be~ore the
ALUMNUS
action based upon Catholic prin- ninth of December . Outlmes and
ciples to counteract- the devastat- exJ?lana.tor:i; material. sent .to the
Joseph Berning, newly elected
ing effects of secularism is de- umvers1ty m connection with the
manded.
contest are available in the reg- county treasurer, ls an Xavier
alumnus.
The religioUI, moral and ctil· istrar's office.

for

Progrlf.m Of
Sodalists
Announced

\·'=============

Albert S. Salem and Edward
C. Benson, arts juniors, who
took the negative of the question,
Resolved: That the United States
should enter a League of Nations,
defeated an afiirmative team
composed of Raymond J. Kemble, arts senior, and John F.
O'Connor, arts junior, according
to the decision of Edward J.
Kennedi, acting critic judge, at
the third meeting of lhe Poland
Philopedian Society, Monday, in
Room 10.
Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S. J.,
moderator of the society, called
the preparation better than that
seen in the only previous debate.
However, he called attention to
several errors of fact in the statements of some of the speakers.
Charles L. McEvoy was appointed time-keeper by Vincent
E. Smith, president of the Philopedian. Benson was named the
best speaker by the critic judge.
Resolved: That the popular
vote should supplant the electoral
vote was announced as the subject for discussion at · the next
meeting, Monday, November 16.

ROLL MAN'S
Young Men's Sho/JS

Laskin La111b
Horsehide Jacket

14·95
,\
rollcl(u
mun'H
hfonl
i.1rnrh
J11clu!f with Jnijldn' lumh front oud
lmt•J, nml horeehlrfo lfll'C-\'l'Y. \\'nrm1:• lluetl 1u111 lntN·llned.
Gruutl

for tht> hlg

OUT \VES'l'
Kenneth P. Jordan, a graduate of '34 and former president of
the Student Council, has taken
up residence in Seattle, Washington, where he is now .~mploy 1
ed.

gome~.

HkntlUJ:', hlkhur,

n111I wl 11t1•r "IHll'h1.

Topcoat Slacks
s 1uu·ty ttl11l'kH of wnrm

8•00

,,lulcl to1urn11t nmterlnlH.

s1·:cosn F1.001t

Doyle Heads
German Cluh
For 1936..37

IT'S

TED WEEMS
'·

COMING: Beghming Dinner
Session NOVEMBER IOtl1

Ted Weems and his Orchestra, with Elmo
Tanner, whistling troubadour.
Perry Como, romantiic baritone.
"Red" Ingle, novelty
. Parker Gibbs, novelty
Dick Cunliffe, novelty
Country Washburne., novelty

NOW PLAYING: HERBIE KAY

·noTEL

GIBSON

F. W. PALLANT, Gen. Mgr.
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with the spirit of living Catholicism, their
doctrines are essentially those of charity.
They distrust the attitude of laissez-faire.
While insisting that a man should be free
so Jong as he stays within the boundaries
of justice, they believe that his lust for
power and wealth will be stifled by the
forces of his conscience.
The encyclicals remain unsullied in the

I

HOMECOMING
BRINGS GRADS

YOU SAID IT
BY JOHN FOGARTY

BACK TO XAVIE·R
,CAMPUS

HAT ELKINS did and Centre did
To good old Xavier U.
I'll bet my- sox, that Saturday
)(ember: .Jesuit CollCKC NewH1mper AAsoclutlnn, face of the systems which were destroyed
~:!,~:::~~e~·o~~~:cl~~i!:. AsHocllatlon, Ohio Colh•ge or altered in the turmoil of the last five '01' Wittenberg won't do.
T IS HOMECOMI·NG on the campus.
years. No economist, no mattet• how
From the far corners of the middleWith poetry like the al:iove. floating
REP .. E&ltNTllD P'Olt NATIONAL. ADVERTlllNO B'I"
skilled or how embittered his personal
around,
they
teach
school
kids
stuff
like,
National Advertising Service, Inc.
views, has been able to find a single flaw "By the big sea's shining water, lived a west, the old grads drift back ·to the
Coll~tr P•blld1r1 R1#rtS'11tallPI
scenes of their school day memorie1i and
in their content. They stand as an intit420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
CHICAGO
BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO
ing remedy to a world that is flounderiqg guy named Hiawatha.'' Who was this re-live the friendships and the happy
l.08 AHOILI•
•
POftTLAND
SEA TTL£
Longfellow anyho.w? Don't answer that events that has endeared thern .. to• the
for Utopia.
On such an occasion as
Knowing so well the pitfalls of man, question. Kim 'Punchy' Darragh made university.
t11Utor .......................................... VINCtl:ST E. S)IJTll
that Price Hill jaunt last Saturday for Homecoming, it is no_ t in keeping with
Rn111lue11s llannscr ................................ J ...)<;O c. VOET the Church has taken into account that
the first time in three weeks. The dorm
RAYJIONll ,J, KtmllJ,1•1 employers would not consent to their al- boys made merry en masse down town .tlie spirit of their happy re-union to in~lnnugl11g JCdltorH: •
,JOSEPH K. KHUfiH~
truistic
urges
and
has
promoted
unionism
on Hallowe'en-some masqueraded as terpolate the serious element. However,
AJ,lltlRT A. STtll'llAN
it strikes us that now is the time to.review
as the most effective way to bring about
LEONARD C. GAlt'l'NtlR
gentlemen, nobody recognized em. Why the activities of the old grads and see
XewH Jo;dUorH: ............ t1I>\VARD ,J. IU·~XNF~DY a general uplift in the wage scale.
JIOBEUT F. GllONE)IAN
Through united action, the laborers of is it that on certain occasions people, who what they have done· for a greater Xavier
,JOHN O'CONNOlt
usually become frosted at 'a hint of rev- University.
Copy t:1utoro: ........... CHARI.Es 1,, MCEVOY
the world can protect their own rights elry,
cut loose with two-bits worth of
VINCt:NT 11. 1rnc101AN and enforce the duties of their employers.
confetti and a tin horn? Last Saturday ·As individuals, the alumni have done
Sport• J-:.Jllor ...................... ROllERT E. cmm1Ns In union'ism a°fid
co-operatives lies the night's festivities furnished the psycho!- much because their progress in the -b~si
t'enlure P1lltnr•·
IDO:SAJ,J> )IJDJ>ENllORJ<' hopes for a rei'uvenated America.
,
• ....... ROllt:RT JI. 11·ox
ogists with something they could get their ness world has been an acted a~verbse
upper plates into. Old boys who, at an-. men~ for the valu~ o~ the education they
llARUY WEINGAJl1'Ntm
Many of the American citizenry will other time would call the law, inhaled rec!!~ved .. The ~aJor1ty of the. graduates
AHHIHhtntH: ................... FELIX R, SllEl LEY
,JACK .A. JON};~
awaken next week to find -that Gov. great clouds of confetti and then almost are identified with law or medicine or
Rl!!POKTER~: .Jotm 1J.
Urm1er. J~eonurt1 .J.
DonUn, 1lmm1>h II. J•'lHh, Etlwnrcl ,J, Gonelht 1<;1N Landon was really running for President strangled laughing at it.
Kids, looking pro~essio~a.l fields of some sort and in
mf'r ,J, Gruber, Ale~ \\', Heck, Clmrll'N' \\'. and that Franklin D. Roosevelt. has been
like part of a Hollywood rabble scene, the~r positions. ~ave ta~en advantage. of
JIUJ{hes, 1Jnse1>h Jt'. l.111ken, Hobert Jl. llllJer,
,John A. Rynn, Edwurtl ll, Hyun, \\'Ullum H. in the White House.
pushing many a stout matron off the curb their opportunities to rise to leadership.
RUHN, Raymond J, \\'Uson.
and having a perfectly grimy time. But
As an alumni body, the grads have
fJe: "Are you the barber who cut my all this time there must have been gloom been of great afd. to the university in
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1946 hair last?"
in Len Donlin's heart. He asked a gal more than one way. It is the advice of
.
Ba·.-ber: "I don't think so, sfr, I've only to a local party last week end-so she the board of governors that is sought
he1·e
six
months.''
been
Tlie Newspapel"sleaves for Chicago. What ·is this pow~r when the. executives of Xavier contemyou have Leonard? Jim Mahoney, who plate an important ·change in policy". It
HE TALK ABOUT politics and elections is now relegated to the back- Trend Of The Timesgave a very snappy Hallowe'en party has is alumni activity in sponsoring lectures
T
ground, and Americans are settled once THE EXTENT TO WHICH materialism taken a new Lies on life (pronounced and other programs of wide-spread inmore for the Administration of governhas obtruded into our philosophy of 'lease', mugs). Society Note: there's a terest that had indicated concretely· the
ment under the Constitution. The cam- life can be measured in the. decline of lib- rumor rumbling about that the news staff civic benefits which Cincinnatians have
paign has been a memorable campaign era! education, the energetic quest for of 0. L. C. is about ..to fling a tea for the derived from the presence of_ Xavier in
for its dominant issues, for its bitter ora- tangible things, the wane of the arts and X News staff----,no sugar, thank yo. Fe- their midst. It has been their financial
ory, for the contrasted figures and un- music, and the dimming of the glory and male type 34B: She's a nice looking gal aid which has enabled ~avier. to w:eather
usual developments. As the public is lib- appeal that literature once could claim. who dresses and dances very well. Very the storms of the depression and continue
erated from the plague of campaigning,
When future historians attempt to esti- sophisticated but just can't stand shows to the attainment of her ideals.
we cannot help but ask ourselves who mate the worth of the current age, they with sad endings. Loves to smoke and
HOMECOMING is a time when old
decides the presidential elections. Is it will undoubtedly cite it ·.as a turning has no hesitancy about satisfying her taste friendships are moulded again ... the.
the candidates themselves? Is it the plat-. point in history. In spite of modern pro- -anybody's cigarette will do. Goes to talk about football in the good ole days
forms? Is it local politicians? Or is it" gress and probably because of it, our age school where she takes Greek and psy- · .. and also about the good ole days .•.•
the newspapers which, by the careful se- has seen the distinct transition of ideol- _chology; would love to know how one pranks .. · how Xavier has improved •.•
lection of matter or by taking a statement ogy from that of intellectual development decides when an egg is boiled. Tells the remember the. debates we used to have
from the paragraph that qualifies it, mold to that of bodily comfort. .
boys where they can have the best time at the Philopedian ... the sinking of the
he opinion of the voters'/
In more than one way, America can be and just what's wrong with the spot she's Maine ... the introduction of the trolleyThe answer is obvious to anyone who likened to the Roman Empire just before in. If things go the way she planned will cars into Cincinnati . . . yes, the grads
is conversant with the progress of the the fall. Therio are few worlds left .for laugh at even the poorest jokes. Has a are back again this week-end .. ! .. with
campaign.
science. The majority of men are enjoy- smile which nothihg but a dissenting happy· memories ... loyalty ... and· good
ing the conveniences that leave little to opinion can take off. Here's' three jeers will.
be desired. The evolution that began in to you m'lady. To our dramatic critic: •
We agr·ee with the skeptics in regard colonial times was terminated in the past What is your technical opinion of -"The THE XAVERIAN NEWS'.is attempting
to the intelligence of some of the metro- decade; and . the decline which followed Three Little Pigs"-the one done in color
to serve the students of Xavier and
politan editors who have an· seemecl to was· abetted by Epicurean habits and a of course. Oh for a critic who could re-· Xavier herself with the type of n~ws
have a rndical view on the Securit.y Act disregard for the essence, the -purpose of view a show briefly as did Dorthy Park- paper that is instructive, entertaining 0
because a local politician helcl a similar life.
er with: "The House ·Beautiful is the play and progressive. It has ventured opin·
attitude.
How far this degeneracy has gone can lousy." What a dull fall this has been, ions on matters pertaining to the campus
be understood more thoroughly by a self- the only thing closing in on us is Com,• and to the diverse other topic"s ·-that it
Mother: "Son, what's that frightened examin_aUon. While it is indisputable mi.mism. Did you ever see anybody take believes would be of.interest to the stulook on your face? Have yo1i seen a that Catholics have always kept the sane so long to get to Madrid as those rebels? dent body.
ideals· of life focused before their paths, Cummins ~ould do better. in his alleged
ghost?"
·Whatever ,your opinion is in regard·: to
Son: "No, I just thought that after din- yet to some extent they have been ad- automobile.. Dear Sword and Plume: S' the ·policies of The News; the staff is alwith
the
materialism
of
their
conhelp
·me,
I-think
your
Pow
Wow
is
the
dieted·
ways interested in com.munications with
ner I have to study my lessons."
freres in the busines"s world and have best dance "of the year, and what's the con~tructive criticism that will make the
perhaps been too intent on wealth and difference who pays the bills?
·
pitper more appealing ·to the students.
" A Living Wagecomfort. Money and emolument are acWe trust that if you ha"ve an- opinion to
venture that you will do
in writing ..
HE,.PA YROLLS OF INDUSTRY indi- cessorie~ of life but not its purposes.
T
cate clearly. that American society is While the Catholic. population has never
not as satisfying as it should be. So long adopted the topsy-turvy view ·and is
as the bulk of men are deprived of a liv- without a doubt not culpable, yet it unBY ROBERT R. FOX
ing wage, so long as the greed of the cap- consciously has allowed material objects
to occupy a more prominent place than
ita~ist dominates in the "land of plenty,"
RESHMEN ARE GIVING UpP._erclass. strikes, and unemployment, and discon- they should .
For instance, how many Catholic. fimen a headache at Loyola in Chitent will continue to be the order of the
nanciers have -been as charitable as their cago. They swarm 'through the campus The Peasantday.
means - allow? How many books are in high school letters and storm out of
GOLDEN c;irpet · leaves. have spun
The current maladjustments of society read as compared to lighter form of enAcross his ,wizen lawn;
have opened up new avenues by which tertainment, either by students or adults? chapel over the corpse of senior privianarchists might find a way into Ameri- How does the yearning for comfort com- lege. We suggest, says the Loyola News, It glistens in the morning with
The diamonds of the dawn.
can society to destroy it. Confronted with pare with the desire for the things of the that the Student Council 'put the screws'
to such flagrant violations . . . .
tire rabble-rousing cries and faced with intellect?
'
- ''
the prospect of overthrowing a just sysRockhurst College has arranged for. an His canopy of 1blue samite
There are many other questions of a
Is specked with sparkling pearls;
tem of government because of its several kindred_ nature that might be ·-asked. early debate with Cambridge University
abuses, the Catholic population should be Generally speaking, they would probably (of England) this season before the Kan- His trees, half-bared by gusts of wind
Are homes of wijisking squirrels.
energized today more than' ever before by receive startling answers. These would sas City Rotary Club on the advantages
the sane ectmomic doctrines of the papal not indic·t ·the Catholics themselves, but of a written constitution . . . .
A narrow ribbon winds and coils
,
encyclicals.
Students of Miami University presented
they would serve as an indication of the
Through fields that lie- sereiie;
The question arises: Why have the pa- trend of the times.
Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice" over It scintillates like silver in .
pal encyclicals not been adopted?
The
WLW last week....
_The moon's autumnal slieen:
answer is: because they have never been
Add Similie: as harct to find as the Na"By docility, dependence upon instrucpreached. The twin momi"ments' to the tional Chairman of a defeated political tors, willingness to be led in thinking,
Around his orchard in 'the spring·
political genius· that· Rome has harbored party.
students· forget their right to maturity,"
. Sweet incense fills the air,
are mentioned day after day by knowing
says President McCracken of Vassar Col- And from his trees come joyous notes
Catholics, but their means of re-ordering
So many of the New Deal measures lege speaking at the University of KenA symphony is there.
the fiber of society are spoken of only by were ruled out by the Supreme Court tucky . . . .
the Catholic sociologist and his students. that, we are told, the more prejudiced
The Marquette Tribune Homecoming He tills the' soil for liveliliood
The Popes advocate the voluntary ad- judges lived in the fear that they would edition has a beautiful sport spread playIn Herculean health;
justment of hours and wages by the la- someday declare themselves unconstitu- ing up- the coming battle with Micqigari He thinkS he lives in penury
..
borer and._ his employer. In accordance tional.
But Croesus had no. wealth:.
State.
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of the Congress, will be riomics at the University of MisStudent Body evenings
distinguished by addresses by souri; Col. Victor A. Rule, Chithe leading single-tax theorists cago, Ill., author and lecturer,
America and England.
and . W. Graham Peace, London,
Oh Say
Invited To Two of The
first, on Thursday evening, England, secretary of the Compresent Benjamin W. Burg- monwealth Land Party of Great
Can You See??? Ope11 Forums er,will New
York, prominent attor- Britain.
ney; the Hon. William N. McOW THAT 'l\HE elections are
•
over (every good editorial
and column for the week should
.begin t\111s), .we've been thinking
more than ever on the oratorical
effects of the campaign.
Our
favorite weekly stamps the whole
Jot of it as 'frenzied demagogy'
and posts it all to Satan.
We
remember tile wagging bet-boy
that ottered· to raise the odds on
Roosevelt for every speech by
Landon, who was also accused of
coughing .over a thousand votes
each time he opened his mouth.
The President - well, the President, as every one knows, makes
a pretty fafr radio speech. Whatever the effect of their respective
oratory, the candidates know
they've been in the "lists and all
the better for it. The Republicans are said to have a hundredperceiit-improved speaker.
But it's of President Miekeljohn, the· · college president, ·we
are minded in all this blather
about campaign oratory.
He is
suppose<l to have said on an occasion that in all his years of educating - and they are many -·
he had observed that the leaders
in the college debating societies
were the leaders in college activity, and generally in after activity.
··
We do not challenge President
Miekeljohn's opinion.
Why his
opinion ·may be true, we adventure. .A debate is a very simple
way to conflict, to offense and
defense, to thinking ciut the. best
one has to say for himself and
saying it. The thinking out and
the saying must go together; one
or the other won't do. Not in a
debating society. Nor in a student council meeting of whatever kind. Nor in any meeting.
Here are the two elements indispensible to leadership in all professional life from journalism to
dentistcy, in all business life
from salesmanship to directorship, in all social life from parlor
lecturing to ·banquet con.versing.
For intelligent and ultimately-tobe-trusted ad vising, ·consuli"ing, ordering, persuading, conversing,, clear thought is imperative; and unless thought goes into language that is clear; delicate,
forceful, convincing, persuasive,
most of the flowers of your mind
will, as an .eminent chairman of
a distinguished national committee might say, go down with the
ship.
It's rather difficult for most of
us to ·tether out opinions, however bad they be. The debating
society is a painless - al!Jlost,
anyway - process of getting
some pedigree into our breed,
not to mention training. Let
those who work on debate testify to the necessity of getting a
few straight ideas. Dare you
take any old stuff for a debate?
Dare you if yoJ.l wish to feel the
scorn of an adversary, to feel like
an ass in the public square. There
is some studying • to do, some
reading, some.. 'reflecting, some
discriminating, some sifting, defining, arranging, marshaling of
forces. And then you m~t issue them, utter· them-well, why
risk campaign metaphors? You
must talk out written stuff and
extempore, you must fight face
to face and heart to heart for
attention; you must be clever
and. good - unnerved, deliberate, authoritative, good-humored,
honest:._and not jus·t cocky. You
musf fight with· calm· and fire.
We don't know.what candidates
starred in what debating· clubs,
·but we could. make a fair guess.
It's too late' to pra.ctiee by radio.

N

MEDICAL STuDENTS
Ricp~~d L ... Wagn~r. Jolin w.
McMahon, and Robert J. Anzinger .al'.e. now. enrolled in the Jeffer~on' Medical College, Philadelphiil.'. The former two· are
graduafei 'of the 'class of . '36,· the
lat'ter: •a4:
·

Nair, Mayor of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and Charles R. Eckert, Beaver,
Pa. They will speak on various
phases of the topic: "The Single
Tax, the Simple and Sovereign
Remedy."
"World Peace and Economic
(Continued from Page 1)
Freedom," is the topic of the
Friday evening forum at .-which bers, students, and members of
Dr. Harry Gunnison Brown, Co- the football team.
lumbia, Mo., professor of ecoSpeakers
A public address system will
carry the messages of President
Dennis F. Burns, Major Arthur
M. Marper of the Xavier military
staff, Coach Clem Crowe, and
Co-Captains Joe Kn1se and Bob
Drelirnnn. The band will provide
music for singing.
.
'l'he committee assisting in this
event consists of Arthur J. Conway, Anthony C. Elsaesser, Paul
E. Gosiger, Robert W. Egbers,
HIS WEEK HAS BEEN DED~CATED as explanation week. and James P. Bolger. The GradCuriously enough, the public press, the student body, yours uate "X" Club and the Alumni
truly, and the host of other grand stand quarterbacks are doing the Association are co-sponsors of
explaining, while down on the practice field every afternoon Coach the celebration.
The Homecomers will climax
Crowe and his boys prepare the big_ comeback that is expected to
include a three game winning streak. Meanwhile, the public won- their day with the Homecoming
ders, the 'type-writers click, and the ducats continue on the block. Dance at the Kemper Lane Hotel. This event is sponsored by
·----x:~---the undergraduate "X" Club,
HE DAILY PRESS left the impression this week. that the with James Farasey as chairman.
supply of alibis is exhausted, that Xavier is weak, that the
Crowemen well deserved the unexpected setbacks that were
handed them by Davis and Elkins and a more powerful aggregate of Prayin' Colonels from Centre. But the sup1J1y of explanations hasn't been tapped to our knowledge.
No body
mentioned the fact' that before the season started every football-minded fan in the city knew ,that this was labeled as an
oft' year in Xavierls football fortun·es. It has been overlookecl
by the "experts,'~. who fill their reams of paper every season
with dermatological comment of what they would do ,if they
were coaching or playing, that Xavier graduated some seventeen men in June and that Coach Crowe was forced to work
with . green material that had never played together before.
Another by-word that has been whispered among the student
"coaches" Is that the Muskies have 1110 spirit on ,the field and
thus play a listless game. Convincing evidence to the contrary
can be had from Chet .Wynne, whose Kentucky Wildcats the
Muskies meet for the third time next year. "Clem," Chet told
the Xavier mentor when the latter was visiting in Lexin,gton
some weeks ago, "in all of my football experience, I have never
seen a team that fought like the Xavier Musketeers. When
they trail on the scoreboard, they fight the harder. I've never
seen their spirit duplicated."
That can be pondered by the
"gripers" and devoured by the cynics. And we also add that the
fighting spirit of the Musketeers will bring them victory by a
comfortable margin Saturday afternoon.

Hon1eco111ing
To Be Helcl

Students interested in economics and sociology have been invited by Rabbi Michael Aaronsohn, chairman, to attend the two
open forums of the 11th Annual
Henry George Congress, to be
held in Cincinnati at the Netherland Plaza, Nov. 12, 13 and 14.
The open forums, to be held
at 8 p. m., each of the first two

At University
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lookin' from the

SPORTSIDE
by Reel Haughey
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..........................................................New, Stylish

Rain Coats
and
U111brellas

T

NOVEMBER WEEK OF SALES

·----x
HE FORDHAM RAMS and the Pitt Panthers were too good defensively to play an interesting game of football. We didn't
expect Fordham to score on Pitt, but we thought that the Panthers,
after their rampage against Notre Dame, would push over a few
markers against the Rams. Missing out on predictions is what
makes football the game that it is ... Marquette added to the evidence that St. Mary's was the most overrated' team of 1936 football.
Football history was made by the boys from Northwestern who
knocked Minnesota from football's heights. But it's hats off to the
Gophers, '"cause .it'll be many a day before another team goes well
into their third undefeated season with schedule> like Bierman's
teams have faced. Especially in 'this modern football, where the
word "upset" is passing out of use ... By the way, did you hear of
the Wilmington halfback who thought a shovel pass was a union
card.
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Given This Year by

••A
$2.00 A Couple

EXTRA!

PIGSKINS
• DOESKINS

Expertly mctde of fine, soft leather thot will wear
exceptionally well.
Buy your winter supply now
. . . . they're unusual values for Christmas gifts.

E

x
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THANKSGIVING NIGHT

• MOCHAS
• CAPESKINS

3.50,

Bigger and Better Than Ever'

POW WOW

Fine Leather Gloves

Made to Sell for
4.00, 5.00

EXTRA!

E

.

All Wool Red_ Top Socks
F r o m L i e c ~ s t e r, · En g I a ~ d 89c
Three pairs for 2.50!
Imported by Pogue's for this spe-·
Very British, very trim and worm as they are
cial event.
good-looking. Plain colors and heather mixtures. All sizes.

Men's Shop: Street Floor

The H. & S. POGUE Co.

'
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One Year Ago This Week: The
Musketeers made their only trip
of the season, to St. Louis where
they trounced the Billikens 13-0
on a rain-soaked field.
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Three Years Ago This Week:
ThP. Musketeers rriade the longest trip ·in their history, travelling to New Orleans where they
played 'the Maroons of Loyola
University.
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Crowemen Tackle Wittenberg Saturday
Muskies Seek
INTRAMURALS REORGANIZE To
Show Form
R. 0. T. C. Un.it
Enters Into
Volley-Ball
Competition

These Defend The Big Blue

Reversal Here
At Homecoming

BY BOB CUMMINS
(Sports Editor)
Smarting under the sting of
two successive defeatS, Xavier'~
Musketeers, with opportunities
for a successsful · season . still
ahead, engage Wittenberg at Corcoran Field, Saturday in the 1936
Homecoming game. It
be
The complete reorganization of
the fifth meeting of the schools
the intramural volleyball league
with the Lutherans holding a two
with the addition of a separate
to one edge, one game being a
league for R. 0. T. C. students
tie. In 1931 the last time the
tea.ms met, the Lutherans squeezwill be made this week, accorded out a 12-7 victory.
ing to an announcement made
Fresh from a 9-7 upset ·victory
recently by the Intramural Comover Denison last Saturday and
mittee and Major A. M. Harper,
boasting of four victories· against
of the Military Department.
one defeat, the Lutherans invade
Due to the many conflicts of
Corcoran Field well equipped to
make an afternoon of it. Featurclasses with game schedules, and
ing an alert, · hard charging line
a lack of adequate playing time,
and a fast, shifty quartet of
the committee suspended the
backs, they have swept their op- .
current league schedule and
position in impressive style.
worked out a plan with the MilThe line flanked by two rangy
ball hawking wingmen has held
itary department whereby R. 0.
opposing teams to twenty seven ·
T. C. students may take part in
points in five games. Rankin, the
the volleyball championship race
right end, is a husky flanker·
during their mJ!itary training
who not only shines on the de- .
periods.
fensive, but is also a capable. and·
dangerous pass receive.r.
Beginning tomorrow, all first
sergeants will start practice
Wing Back System
rounds to determine the six best
."Speed"
Lisak, a nifty, .swivel
players to represent their battery
hipped ball carrier, plays the tail
in the finals of inter-battery comback in the . Warner single and
petition.
double wing formations employAt Military Period
ed by the Lutherans and does
the. passing at which he is quite
On November 17, and continuadept and against which . the
ing on each Corps Day until DeMuskies have been very inept'.'
cember 8, the [our battery teams
His long heaves to the ends have
will •battle it out during the reg-.
accounted for the , bulk of the
· ular military period for the
eighty points, the -Springfield.club
championship of the R. 0. T. C.
has scored this. year.
·
A distinctive medal for each
In Abrams, the safety man, the
member of the wiri.ning team,
Muskies will face something new,
and an athletic ribbon to be cara 'fast back who takes punts on
ried on the guidon of their batthe dead run.
tery until the · next athletic
.championship is decided, will be
Clem Crowe, Muskie ·coach,
awarded b.efore the entire Corps
had little to 'say about the Centre
at the conclusion of the schedule.
game. He expressed himself as
satisfied with ··lhe line play in
Meanwhile, all 'non-member
genera], but scored· the loose ball·
teams who have been signed up
handling and pass defense of the
with .the league, will continue in
backs.
.
a separate race to determine the
The club, in general, is in fairnon-member title holder.
ly good -shape, despite the batterWhen a championship team
ing dished out by Centre's fighthas been selected from both
ing men: Joh!]. Koprowski, senleagues, the two clubs will meet
ior back, may be out for the rein a match to determine the
mainder of the seasori.
The
championship of the University.
Cleveland flash suffered a torn
Non-member teams schedules
shoulder
muscle
in
practice
last
will be placed on the bulletin
week and aggravated the injury
boards daily. Until November
Saturday. Roy "one play" Neary,
17, first sergeants will arrange
diminutive .150 lb. back, who
games within the battery accordsprang ·into prominence with his
ing to the free periods of the
players.
60 yard jaunt against Ohio Wesleyan, is being groomed to fill
in the right half post.
Dremli.nn May Be Out
Co-Capt. Bob Dremann may
not see action against the Lutherans Satur.day.
The Muskie
leader received a badly bruised
eye in the Centre melee and was
forced tci spend the early part. of
the week at the Good Samaritan ...
Hospital.
Initial Appearance For
The showing of Joe Schuh-·
R. O. T. C. Ca'1,ets In
Top row left to right: Bill Walsh, Dick Norris, Dave Snell, Al Howe. Third row: Cliff mann, the fuHback from Louisville,
\\·as the. high spot of the
Strohofer, Geor~e Schaefer, Loren Elliott, Jim Ma.honey. Second row: Dick Dooley, Dick
qvic Demonstration. Robers,
Muskie offense. Besides smashHarry Sills. Bottom row: Bob Cummins.
ing over ·for the second touchThe entire practical periocis of · down, the hard·d.riving Junior
day b!>' Major A. M. Harpe~, Com- the University _in the program:
That the Xavier University R. mandmg Officer of the unit.
The group will assemble in the this. and next week will be de- _gained c~nsistehtly . through the
0. T. C.-....Unit will take part in
A detail cons.isting .of _the ban.d °Fiel~ House at 9:00 A. M., on voted to perfecting the squad
_olonel hne. He led· the backs
t\le annual Armistice Day Parade and a battery mcluci1!1g some 90 Armistice Day and will be trans- movements in order to preserve
in downtown Cincinnati on No- students, toge~~er ~1th all the p~rted from there to the parade the unit for a presentable ap- in yards gained with 68 yards in
12 attempts for
average of'
vember 11, was announced Tues- wheel material will represent district in Army trucks.
pearance.
•
five and one half yards p~r trip."

will

Military UnitW ill Parade
Armistice Day

...

·an

'
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Centre Turns Back Musketeers 26 to 12
Praying Colonels
Will They Defeat Xavier?
Take Early Lead;
Rally_ By Xavier'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wll.~El-M
Is Short-Lived
-l=J1..1..SACK·
BY JACK MACKEY
The Musketeers were decisively outclassed in losing to the
Praying Colonels of Centre, last
Saturday afternoon, making a
miserable showing while going
down to defeat under the aerial
barrage of the Southerners to the
tune of 26 to 12.
once again, the two Xavier
standbys-fumbles and a poor
pass defense-played a prominent
.part in the Crowemen's third loss
of the season. Centre scored
three of her touchdowns via the
air route, with the other one coming as a result of a splendid 45yar.d sprint by Calvin Gaines,
backfield star of the Colonels.
The Danville boys were easily
the class of the. contest, presenting a smooth-working combination which made the work of the
Musketeer team seem ragged in
comparison. Until .the old furnble jinx caught up to them,
though, Xavier played on even
terms with the Kunnels through
the first half. ·

I
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Payne Of U. Of Detroit
Most Valuable Player

.
Detroit; Mich., Nov. 4.. - .To
Charlie Payne of Chicago,. Ill.;
would go the. gold .medal for versatility on tlie. University of ·.Detroit football team, ·.Nov. 14 .opponents of Xavier ·if some kindhearted alumnus'. would . offer
such a reward. Charlie has played so many positions in the backfield that he feels slighted If he
had to go through a game in any
'
one of them. ·
Coming here from . Calumet
High School where he had a reputation as a fullback, Charlie was
assigned to that position in freshman football.·· In his sophomore
year "he tUrned out . for full.back

ued their victory march with
all three remaining clubs winning impressively over tough
opposition,
Detroit's fighting Titans
sprang into the national grid
spotlight by upsetting Duquesne 14-7. The Michigan
team was hopelessly outclassed
for three quarters and well Into the fourth.
With but ten
minutes to play they were be. hind 7-0. Then like lightning
they struck and, passing brilliantly, scored two touchdowns
to snatch the lead 14-7. Defore Duquesne could recover
the game was over.
Now should Xavier beat Detroit, they would be better than
Ohio State, because Detroit
beat Duquesne who beat Pitt
who beat Notre Dame who beat
State. So what?
Continuing to show improvement South Carolina's Mountaineers stormed the Citadel
9-0.
The Carollnans stole their
opponent's thunder and presented an impregnable defense
while their backfield knJfed
through the Citadel ramports
for sizeable gains.
Wittenberg's l>"ightiniri ;Lutherans caused quite a shock in
the Ohio Conference by tumbling a favored Denison: club
9-7.

Listless Game
Except for an occassional burst
of enthusiasm, the Muskies played a listless game, lacking much

when they played most of the
lime in Centre's territory, Xavier
was outfought .and outgeneralled
by the polonels. In this period,
the Big · Blue, after halting a
Centre invasion in the opening
minutes of the game, pushed the
ball down to the opponent's 30yard stripe on a long return of
a punt .by Kim Darragh, and matters looked bright- for an early
score.
However, · Xavier's would-be
passing attack was brought into
use atJhis point, and Centre soon
had the ball on downs, with the
Muskies yards short of the goal
when .the passes failed to connect with any receivers. Thus,
their only. real scoring chance of
the first half went by the boards,
for Centre began to apply the
. pressure from there on, and kept
the Musketeers well in hand.
Toward· the end of the second
quarter, Centre opened up its offense for the first time.and pushed over the first and only touchdown of the half on a beautiful
pass from Dance to ·Purdom,
right end for the Colonels. Standing on his own 45-yard 'ine,
Dance shot a bullet-like 25-yard
heave into the arms of Purdom
who outdistanced the Xavier secondary and raced the remaining
distance to score the marker.
The Centre team combined a
fast offense and a bone-crushing
defense to top Xavier's attempts
in the final half and to surge
ahead farther on three more
scores and a pair of placements.

0 VER
THE WEEK END Xavier's opponents contin-
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ed that Coach "Gus" Dorais was
"long" on fullbacks al the time.
Charlie was as good as any of
them, but Dorais discovered that
he had a multiplicity of talents
that enabled him to fit into a
halfback job, too, while the other fullbacks were good at that I
job only.
I
Accordingly, Payne was shift·
ed to right half, where he made
a very good showing, with some
fullbacking on the side. In addition to being a fine ball-carrier,
he is a fair punter, passer and a
good blocker.
This season he
was nominated as Jimmy Piper's
alternate at left-halfback, the
key position in the Detroit offensive system. He was doing very
well there until Andy Farkas,
the regular right-halfback was
hurt in the Villanova game, as
was his first alternate, Roger
Hayes. Previously still another
right-halfback, Bud Wahle, had
been incapacitated by an injury
received in scrimmage practice.
In this emergency, Payne had
to go back to right half, where
he played a brilliant game
against Oklahoma A. and M. With
the return of Farkas for the Auburn game, Charlie became once
more the first alternate for eithAnd of
er right or left half.
course he still is eligible for fullback, a place that he has filled
very creditably from time to
time.
..
?ayne is one .of the biggest
backs that the Titans ever ha':'e
had, weighing · 190 or. beUer m
condition. With all t111s beef he
is one of the fastest men on the
squad. He is also an especially
durable type of athlete, seld?m
having time taken out for him.
So far in his three years of varsity competition he has . escaped
serious injury.
If he Just had
a~other ye~r or two to_ go, he
might contrive to play every position on the team.

Coiir., 1\130, U. J. Reynold• Tobaccu CompanJ

'

,

HERE'S WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT: P.A. IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO- "CRIMP cut'FOR COOLNESS-WITH TH~''BITE#REMOVED BY
'SPECIAL PROCESS. ITS THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAKIN's··c1GARmes.

Smoke 20 fragrant pipcfula of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellow·
eat, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smolced, return the pocket tin with the
reat of the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus poataae.
(Si11nedl R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

I>RIN liE. ALB ur·:,::.;;
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ium, a stroll through that crowd er: good football weather. Xa· Whirling swiftly he started aha·
wo"u!d have cured him faster than vier band: Well, they were-say, dow boxing and after throwing a
few haymakers saw our innocent
K.sohp.1)·owski can say 'hello' in Po· are you trying to trick me?
11
(This generous gent . says he pans stopped an'd aSked kindly)
Frank Robertson, Cin., o.: won twenty five 'dollars on the Waddyawant? . After we calmed
Picked Xavier. Short passes are game. He offered us a fifteen him down, he gracefully ventur' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' X's best bet. Nebel best defen· cent cigar but we tried to trade ed his opinion: "I ·tink dem
As one .of the poorest and most should sign Hughes High School sively for Xavier; Darragh play- it back to him for a pack of cig- Centres wuz da "best boys I've
spiritless crowds ever assembled for next year's 'big game'.)
ed the best offensive game of his arettes. We ended up bumming sene fer tree munts. ·Dey coion any number of wooden bench·
Robert stokes, Louisville, Ky.: career. Dance best for Centre. them from MacEwen.)
tenly could handle dere dooks.
es in the country watched Xavier Picked Centre and was never Xavier's blocking far inferior to
Helen Decoursey, Hyde Park: Dere wastin' dere time p1fshing
and Centre dirty their football worried about the outcome. Bible Centre's.
(As we neared Mr. Best for Xavier: Kelly. Could dat agate aroun'; dey oughtta go
suits last Saturday, we attempted and Dance looked best for Cen· Robertson he was apologizing Xavier have beaten Hughes High into da ring. · Watta left hook dat
to get a bit of inside dope. Sev- tre. Farasey best for X. Liked loudly to his friends for his School? Yes.
Here on a date? end had, and dat right cross. He
era! limited their stutemenls to Cummin's punting. (Here was a choice of X.-not a nice opening. No. How are you going home? went in like dis see and-hey
the fact that all the elope was on small stout fellow with a south- Frank pointed out more faults in With Bill Puttmann.
youse >bold~ c'mere. "Dose guys
the gridiron, but to ·these we gave ern a~cent that would have made three minutes than the local sport
(Someone whispers in our ear must· be nuts."
the chilly stare and likewise the 01' black Joe feel like an Eskimo. sheets have seen all year. What that she met Kelly two evenings . We wish Xavier would win a
·
ago-very early 1n the evening, game. so that cracks wouldn't be
cold shoulder. However this we Very contented with everything. a pan, er-man!)
did get:
Said the farmers probably needed
John Meyer, Cheviot, o.: Opin- Coach.)
quite so nasty - "What do you
Albert Page, Norwood, O.: the rain an~how. He won ten ion of game: "Terrible." Xavier
Conrad Hudson,
Avondale: want to w;tte about this game
Picked Xavier. Xavier was out- dollars, wluch may have had pass defense: terrible. Xavier "Your two fullbacks, Farasey for anway · etc. .
,
played throughout the game with something to do with his mood.) passing attack: terrible. Weath· and Schumann looked good. The
Summary: Xavier vs. Hughes:
the exception of the early part of
Martha Wilke, Westwood, Cin.: er: terrible. Xavier band: (cen- only thing I enjoyed was your Close f!an;ie. Best for Xavier:
the third frame. Centre's pass- Choice: Centre just too big for sored).
.
mascot the dog." Most thrilling the .MaJor s dog. Ban'd: (censored
ing, blocking and running better X. No. 31 (Darragh) best for
(This optimist said that the play: Cumminal pass to Geers.
agam).
than that of. X. Most promising Xavier. Poor passing reason for way Xavier played they couldn't
(He had no cigars or cigarettes
John Fogarty, Jim Hausmann.
Xavier man: Schuhmann. (Well, Xavier's defeat. The band should have beaten Hughes High School. but offered us a "chaw." He
Mr. Page! It was a trifle spotty learn to march. (Seems like no- Well, at least he didn't say Au- tried to swing us to political
INSURANCE
but egad, come, come! When body loved Xavier after that tomotive Trade.)
questions •hut he looked too de·
people pay $1.50 to get in even game ·Saturday.
Not only the
Joe O'Brien, Lexington, Ky.: termined.)
Dorn Sigillo and Russ Sw!!eney,
the hot dog salesmen aren't with· team but the band came in for a Opinion of game: "Great." CenHomer Doakes, Chi.: (We ap- Class of '36, have assumed posiout criticisms. To hear this man beating. If any of the players tre pass defense: good. Centre preached this gent cautiously, and tions with the Thomas Wood Intalk one would think Xavier are suffering from enlarged cran- pass offense: wonderful. Weath· tapped him on the shoulder. surance Co., Cincinnati. :
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FOR BlG MOMENTS
-A Light Smokel
· dd'
b. ells - ellCiting
k'
.
'th lots of smo tn9•d
ttmes,wt

We 1ng

Consider your throat o~
reach for 2 liS,h! ~m;ky~
• • • reoch for a u

-Its a liqht Smoke!
When Thrllllng Events L•acl ·
To Constant Smoking!
When you're excited ... nervous •.. happy and
thrilled, you smoke many cigarettes without
thinking about it. Make your choice ! light
smoke. Smoke Luckies-for Luckies are &
light smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco. They
are made of the center leaves of the finest
tobaccos that money can buy. And they are
the only cigarette in which you'll find the allimportant throat protection of the "Toasting••
process. Yes, the only cigarette. Lucky Strike
.•• the fine-tasting cigarette ... the cigarette
that "lives happily ever-after" with your throat.

• * ..SWEEPSTAKES" FLASH I

**

17 Winners in Alaska
and Honolulu I
Eleven men and women in far oil
Honolulu and sbc way up north ia
Alaska know their popular music
10 well that they have been able to
name the top ranking song• in Your
Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes" l•2•S
-just like that. Congratulations ...
and good luck to the many other
far-away "Sweepstakes" fan1.
·Have }'.!!!! e!'tered yet? Have YOll
won~
aelicloua Lucky Strllcesl ·
There 1 music on the air. Tuni'ia
"Your Hit Parade"-Wednelday
andSaturclayevenillgs.Liacen,judge
and compare the cunea-then cry
Your Lucky Suike "Sweep1taket."
And if you're not already amok·
ing Luckies, buy a pack coday
cry.them. Maybe you've been mJii·
ing aomesbins;
, ,

aad
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OF RICH, ~.&!£"In WASTED"

